
Mairangi Bay School PTA Inc.

Meeting: Tuesday 21 November 2023, 7.30pm in the School Staffroom

AGENDA

7:30pm Welcome from PTA President 10 Mins
Welcome and Apologies: Nicky, Julia, Keshala, Karen, Grant, Bobby,
Claire, Pooja
Apologies: Nathan, Amy, Julia K

7:40pm Update from School Principal 15 Mins
Julia presented fundraising ideas that Nathan had provided to her.

There were 6 options in all - 3 relating to tiger turf in various different locations
around the school, 1 relating to cafe style plastic sides to go around rooms 5-8 to
create a more all weather environment, 1 relating to the purchase of a school
mini-van and 1 relating to decking to go over the amphitheatre steps to make these
more safe.

After discussions the committee decided to exclude the tiger turf options and the
cafe style plastic sides from consideration at this time. Claire pointed out that we
need to consider how this would impact the schools ability to achieve a gold
environmental standard.

Grant asked some questions around the decking of the amphitheatre given some of
the impact he has seen in his job off the back of the flooding. He had some specific
information that needed to be considered to ensure that any decking would not rot
within 2 years. A request was made to Julia to arrange for Nathan and Paul to reach
out to Grant on this point.

A request was also made in relation to the van given it was pointed out by Nicky that
none of the requests had been approved by the Board. The committee asked Julia to
feedback to Nathan that a van would be something it would consider supporting
provided it had Board approval but there were some additional questions needed to
be answered around the size of the van, storage, cost of insurance and maintenance
etc.

Nathan had also requested an immediate donation of $2k for 8 security camera to
help protect school property. This was something that the committee supported
however it was asked whether we had determined if there was anyone in the school
community who could help with this.

7:55pm Brainstorm fundraising 15 Mins
We ran out of time to work through this - to be discussed at the next meeting

8:10pm Calendar of Events 2023 10 Mins
We ran out of time to work through this - to be discussed at the next meeting



8:20pm Any Other Business 5 Mins
Julia asked for confirmation from Karen and Nicky (as a last act) to donate the
proceeds of the sausage sizzle at the back to school picnic to the Muriwai Volunteer
Firefighters Fund. This was agreed.

Meeting Close
Next Meeting: date to be confirmed


